We use both photometric and spectroscopic data from the Hubble Space Telescope to explore the relationships among 4000 Å break (D4000) strength, colors, stellar masses, and morphology, in a sample of 352 galaxies with log(M * /M ⊙ ) > 9.44 at 0.6 z 1.2. We have identified authentically quiescent galaxies in the UV J diagram based on their D4000 strengths. This spectroscopic identification is in good agreement with their photometrically-derived specific star formation rates (sSFR). Morphologically, most (that is, 66 out of 68 galaxies, ∼ 97 %) of these newly identified quiescent galaxies have a prominent bulge component. However, not all of the bulge-dominated galaxies are quenched. We found that bulge-dominated galaxies show positive correlations among the D4000 strength, stellar mass, and the Sérsic index, while late-type disks do not show such strong positive correlations. Also, bulge-dominated galaxies are clearly separated into two main groups in the parameter space of sSFR vs. stellar mass and stellar surface density within the effective radius, Σ e , while late-type disks and irregulars only show high sSFR. This split is directly linked to the 'blue cloud' and the 'red sequence' populations, and correlates with the associated central compactness indicated by Σ e . While star-forming massive late-type disks and irregulars (with D4000 < 1.5 and log(M * /M ⊙ ) 10.5) span a stellar mass range comparable to bulge-dominated galaxies, most have systematically lower Σ e 10 9 M ⊙ kpc −2
1. INTRODUCTION How galaxies have formed and evolved over the Hubble time remains a challenging question in extragalactic astronomy. In particular, why and how galaxies have stopped their star formation activities during the course of their evolutionary paths is not clearly understood yet. Observational aspects have shown that galaxies largely form a bimodality in diverse diagrams (e.g., the Color-Magnitude diagram (CMD), the color-color diagram, and global star formation rate (SFR) versus stellar mass diagram), being separated into an actively star-forming group and a starformation quiescent group. The former group forms the 'blue cloud', while the later group forms a tight 'red sequence' in the CMD. The intermediate parameter space, between the blue cloud and the red sequence, forms the 'green valley' (Strateva et al. 2001; Schawinski et al. 2014; Pandya et al. 2017; Bremer et al. 2018; Gu et al. 2018) .
Previous studies (e.g., Pasquali et al. 2010; have suggested that two main mechanisms quenched the star formation activity in galaxies. The first is massquenching, which indicates that the more massive galaxies are, the earlier they likely had formed stars and shut down star formation activities (i.e., "downsizing" scenario) (Cowie et al. 1996; De Lucia et al. 2006; Haines et al. 2017 ). The second is environmental quenching, which states that denser environments tend to make galaxies more passive, resulting in a larger fraction of quenched galaxies than in less dense regions (Pasquali et al. 2010; Khim et al. 2015) .
Along with these two main mechanisms of quenching galaxies over a wide span of redshift, morphological properties of quiescent galaxies and star-forming counterparts show that quiescent galaxies tend to have a prominent bulge component, while most of star-forming galaxies tend to have prominent disk or clumpy structures (Oh et al. 2013; Huertas-Company et al. 2016) .
These morphologicallyentangled features of quiescent and star-forming populations of galaxies have led to an idea of 'morphological quenching' of galaxies (Martig et al. 2009; Dekel et al. 2009; Martig et al. 2013; Dekel & Burkert 2014; Genzel et al. 2014) . In addition to morphology, analyses of internal structure of galaxies based on galaxy structural parameters, such as the central surface density, a bulge-to-total ratio, and the Sérsic index, also suggest that the presence of a prominent bulge component (or, similarly, compact central density in galaxy center) in galaxies, as the results of 'inside-out' growth, is related to the quenching of galaxies. (Franx et al. 2008; Ilbert et al. 2010; van Dokkum et al. 2010; Bell et al. 2012; Saintonge et al. 2012; Bluck et al. 2014; Lang et al. 2014; Tacchella et al. 2015 Tacchella et al. , 2016 Huertas-Company et al. 2016; Jung et al. 2017; Whitaker et al. 2017; Williams et al. 2017) .
Although the community seems to agree on the presence of a prominent bulge component as a useful indicator associated with quenched galaxies, the mechanisms that are responsible for a bulge growth and the associated galaxy structure evolution have not been fully understood yet (Conselice 2014 , for a review). Recent studies (e.g., Margalef-Bentabol et al. 2016; Huertas-Company et al. 2015 ) have suggested that fractions of different morphological types of galaxies have evolved over cosmic time and the associated morphology-related dominant quenching mechanisms have changed accordingly. However, most of studies at intermediate or high redshifts (e.g., Huertas-Company et al. 2016; Ownsworth et al. 2016; Haines et al. 2017 ) have mainly focused on either optical photometric properties of galaxies with their morphology or spectroscopic and photometric properties of galaxies with a lack of morphological information.
In this study, we investigate the stellar properties of galaxies in the redshift range 0.6 z 1.2 throughout the Hubble sequence (Hubble 1926 (Hubble , 1936 , combining optical spectroscopic and photometric properties of galaxies as well as their visual morphological classification. The combination of most currently available optical diagnostics on galaxies enables us to comprehensively explore both the stellar and morphological properties of galaxies within the redshift range of interest, which is our hope in this study. Morphological behaviors in several diagrams such as a U − V vs. V − J color-color (hereafter, UV J) diagram, the 4000 Å break (i.e., Bruzual 1983; Hamilton 1985) vs. stellar mass, and specific star formation rate (sSFR) vs. stellar mass are investigated.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we describe the observational data sets employed in this study. In Section 3, we describe the 4000 Å break measurements, sample selection, and comparison of visually-classified morphology with other morphology indicators. We present our results in Section 4. In Section 5, we discuss the stellar and morphological properties of galaxies and the associated quenching mechanisms. We close with a summary in Section 6.
We adopt the ΛCDM cosmology of (H 0 , Ω m , Ω Λ ) = (70 kms
, 0.3, 0.7) wherever necessary. All magnitude in this paper are quoted in the AB system (Oke & Gunn 1983 ).
THE OBSERVATION DATA SETS 2.1. The PEARS Survey
The 4000 Å break (hereafter, D4000) information for our sample galaxies is obtained from the Probing Evolution And Reionization Spectroscopically survey (PEARS; Malhotra 2005 , PI: S. Malhotra). The PEARS wide survey observed 8 fields, four each in the GOODS-North and GOODS-South (Giavalisco et al. 2004) regions. The slitless grism ACS/G800L instrument used for the survey has an average dispersion of 40 Å pixel −1 and the spectral resolution R = 100 at 8000 Å. The grism data are suitable for measuring the D4000 strength for galaxies within the redshift range of 0.6 z 1.2, taking into consideration the observed wavelength coverage of the ACS/G800L instrument.
Morphology Classification
Galaxy morphology information is obtained from the CANDELS (Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer et al. 2011) visual morphology classification catalog provided by Kartaltepe et al. (2015) . In that paper, the authors performed visual classifications on the four HS T bands (F606W, F850LP, F125W, and F160W) by voting for the most likely morphological types (among disk, spheroid, irregular/peculiar, compact/unresolved, and unclassifiable) for individual galaxies. Specifically, in the visual morphology classification procedure, the F160W band was primarily used and the other three bands were also used to cover different rest-frame wavelengths sensitive to different types of galaxy structures. Thus, the rest-frame wavelengths employed for the morphology classification range from near-UV (∼ 3000 Å) to near-IR (∼ 8000 Å) for most galaxies within the redshift range 0.6 z 1.2. The four bands were simultaneously displayed when a classifier voted for morphologies for each galaxy. A minimum size of galaxy images is 84 pixels in each x and y-axis. Regarding voting for the likely morphologies of a galaxy, multiple choices of morphological types for a galaxy are allowed. Thus, the resulting morphology information from the catalog is given as the fractions of individual human classifiers who selected each of the several morphological types. In the following, we are concerned with the fractions of spheroid, disks, and irregulars, denoted as f sph , f disk , and f irr , respectively. Further details on the morphology classification procedure can be found in Kartaltepe et al. (2015) .
Four types of morphology are considered in this work and classified as follows: spheroids satisfying the fractions of f sph > 2/3 and f disk < 2/3 and f irr < 0.1, early-type disks satisfying the fractions of f sph > 2/3 and f disk > 2/3 and f irr < 0.1, late-type disks satisfying the fractions of f sph < 2/3 and f disk > 2/3 and f irr < 0.1, and irregulars satisfying the fractions of f sph < 2/3 and f irr > 0.1. Additionally, regarding the morphology classification difference between early-type disks and late-type disks, we note that the only difference between the two morphological types is the value of f sph . That is, with the same morphological fractions of f disk > 2/3 and f irr < 0.1, if a galaxy has f sph > 2/3 (< 2/3), the galaxy is classified as early (late)-type disks. Note our adopted morphological classification differs from the traditional approach that follows the Hubble tuning fork diagram, taking into account the spiral arm structure in late-type systems. Therefore, our definition of early-type disks is more likely to focus on the moderate dominance of both bulge and disk components, while our definition of late-type disks is more likely to focus on the dominance of a disk component compared to a relatively small (or no) bulge component, which does not consider the detailed spiral arms features as often adopted in the local Universe.
This classification scheme has been found effective in disks/spheroids separations, considering the close correlations between diskiness/bulginess, Sérsic index n, and optical colors (Kartaltepe et al. 2015; Huertas-Company et al. 2016) . Particularly, Kartaltepe et al. (2015) showed that their "Mostly Disk" galaxies have relatively lower Sérsic indices with a mean of n = 1.01 and bluer optical colors in the UV J diagram, while their "Mostly Spheroid" galaxies have relatively higher Sérsic indices with a mean of n = 2.98 and redder optical colors (Kartaltepe et al. 2015, see their Figures 12 and 13) . For our sample of galaxies, we will address the visual morphology and the comparison to other morphology indicators in detail in Section 3.3.
The number of classifiers for our sample of galaxies ranges from 3 to 6. The mean number of classifiers is 4.09.
Photometrically-derived Properties of Galaxies
The photometrically-derived properties such as stellar mass, rest-frame colors, and star formation rate are obtained from the stellar mass catalog of Santini et al. (2015) , where different stellar masses derived by different spectral energy distribution (SED) fitting procedures are presented and compared. Their fitting is based on the 17 multi-wavelength photometric bands ranging from UV to mid-infrared for the GOODS-South field provided by Guo et al. (2013) .
Among the different stellar masses provided in the catalog, we adopt the stellar mass derived by the 'Method 6a NEB τ ', in which Method 6a NEB τ is the team notation with the abbreviations of the SED fitting methods as designated in Santini et al. (2015) . Specifically, the Method 6a NEB τ makes use of the 'zphot' code for the SED fitting based on the χ 2 minimization fitting method (Giallongo et al. 1998; Fontana et al. 2000) . Also, it adopts the Chabrier Initial Mass Function (Chabrier 2003) and the stellar templates from Bruzual & Charlot (2003) with the exponentially-declining star formation history (so-called the direct-τ model, ψ(t) ∝ exp(−t/τ)). The resulting stellar mass and SFR estimates are provided with the least significant digit being 0.01 dex (base-10 log) and 0.01 decimal, respectively. The minimum SFR is set to 0.00 M ⊙ yr −1 . Additionally, the Method 6a NEB τ includes the nebular emission component into its SED fitting procedures following the prescription of Schaerer & de Barros (2009) , where continuum emission is added to the stellar continuum, and emission lines are treated using the relative line intensities from Anders & Fritze-v. Alvensleben (2003) for nonhydrogen lines such as He, C, N, O, and S, and from Storey & Hummer (1995) for hydrogen lines such as Lyα line and Balmer, Paschen, and Brackett series. Further details on the nebular emission prescription can be found in Schaerer & de Barros (2009) . However, more importantly, we note that the differences in stellar mass between those with and without the emission prescription are not significant. That is, the median value of the stellar mass differences is 0.00
for our sample of galaxies that will be described in Section 3.2 (see also Figure 3 and the discussion in Section 4.3 of Santini et al. (2015) on the nebular emission prescription for further details).
Galaxy Structural Parameters
Galaxy structural parameters for our sample are obtained from the publicly available galaxy structural parameters catalog provided by van der Wel et al. (2012) . The structural parameters in the catalog were derived by the two-dimensional light profile fitting procedures utilizing the GALFIT software for the CANDELS galaxies (Peng et al. 2002 . A single Sérsic component model (i.e., Sérsic 1968 ) was used to fit the two-dimensional light distribution of galaxies. For all of our sample galaxies, the structural parameters are measured with the F160W image. Further details regarding the fitting procedures can be found in van der .
3. DATA ANALYSIS 3.1. D4000 Measurements The D4000 strength has been widely used as an optical regime age indicator for constituent stellar populations of galaxies (Bruzual 1983; Hamilton 1985; Balogh et al. 1999; Kauffmann et al. 2003a; Hathi et al. 2009; Haines et al. 2017) . It is defined by the average flux ratio of the red side continuum to the blue side continuum of 4000 Å. The wavelength ranges for the D4000 measurement are [4050, 4250] and [3750, 3950] Å for the red and blue side continua, respectively (Bruzual 1983) . The D4000 strength is mainly affected by the combination of several metal lines of constituent stars, including Ca ii H and K lines (Hamilton 1985) . Considering the physical properties of stars such as temperature, metallicity, and surface gravity, stars whose spectral types are later than G0 are known to show the strongest D4000 features (Bruzual 1983; Hamilton 1985) .
Considering the specifications of the ACS/G800L instrument as low resolution spectroscopy, the grism data sets require the wider definition of D4000 instead of its narrower definition of Balogh et al. (1999) . The D4000 strengths for our sample of galaxies are measured with the HS T ACS/G800L Grism data from the PEARS survey as mentioned in 2.1. The reduced grism spectra from individual position angles (PA) were combined in the observed frame and we then de-redshifted the observed spectra to the rest-frame. De-redshifting was done by employing the redshift information ('z best ' column) provided by the SED-fitting stellar mass catalog of Santini et al. (2015) that we are adopting in this work. Within the rest-frame spectra, we identified the blue and red continua and calculated the flux ratio of the two continua following the definition of the D4000 strength as described in this section. The errors of our D4000 measurements (δ(D4000)) are also calculated considering the grism spectra fluxes and their measurement uncertainties within the D4000 bandpasses. The typical δ(D4000) of our sample of galaxies that will be described in Section 3.2 is 0.09, and the typical relative error (i.e., δ(D4000)/D4000) is 0.06. Further details on the D4000 measurements of this sample will be described by B. Joshi et al. (2018, in preparation) .
Sample Selection
The sample galaxies for this study are constructed by employing the four different catalogs described in Section 2. First, we cross-match between the PEARS master catalog 5 , the visually-classified morphology catalog (i.e., Kartaltepe et al. 2015) , the stellar mass catalog (i.e., Santini et al. 2015) , and the galaxy structural parameters catalog (i.e., van der Wel et al. 2012 ) by cross-matching the right ascension and declination information with a cross-matching radius of 0.05 ′′ . The cross-matching results in 2923 galaxies. We further reduce the number of sample galaxies with the consideration of the appropriate wavelength coverage of the ACS/G800L instrument (that is, 5500 to 10500 Å (Kümmel et al. 2009 )) for measuring the D4000 strength, which corresponds to the redshift range of 0.6 z 1.2. This redshift range leaves 1050 galaxies out of 2923 galaxies.
Also, we consider the reliability of our D4000 measurements in our sample selection. First, we removed unphysically extreme values of D4000 measurements such as those within the range of D4000 < 0.5 or D4000 > 2.5. These extreme D4000 ranges are unlikely to be generated by the associated constituent stellar populations of galaxies, considering stellar population analysis (Bruzual 1983; Hamilton 1985; Kauffmann et al. 2003a) . The exclusion of these extreme, unphysical D4000 galaxies removes 20 galaxies out of 1050 galaxies, leaving 1030 galaxies.
Additionally, we adopt the error of D4000 measurements derived in Section 3.1 in order to select galaxies with only moderate error of D4000 measurements. We apply the relative error cut of D4000 measurements to be smaller than 0.5. That is, we require δ(D4000)/D4000 < 0.5. This relative error cut further removes 9 galaxies out of 1030 galaxies, leaving 996 galaxies.
With the remaining 996 galaxies, we derive the stellar mass completeness for our sample of galaxies following the methodology of Pozzetti et al. (2010) . The limiting stellar mass (M lim ) is calculated based on the apparent magnitude of galaxies and the limiting magnitude of the observation data set. Since our analysis incorporates the four different catalogs (see Section 2 for details), the limiting magnitude for calculating the stellar mass completeness could in principle be complex. However, the morphology catalog of Kartaltepe et al. (2015) has selected their sample galaxies with HS T WFC3/IR H band < 24.5. This is the most stringent cut among the input catalogs, and therefore is our limiting magnitude. The galaxy structural parameters and stellar mass catalogs (that is, van der Wel et al. 2012; Santini et al. 2015, respectively) have fainter H-band limits. The PEARS survey catalog is magnitude limited at i < 26.5, which is a substantially different wavelength, but we have checked that H − i < 2 would occur for a trivially small number of objects for our purposes.
As described in Pozzetti et al. (2010) and Huertas-Company et al. (2016) , we first calculate the limiting stellar mass based on each object using the relation given as log(M lim /M ⊙ ) = log(M * /M ⊙ ) + 0.4(H − 24.5) where M * and 24.5 indicate a stellar mass of a galaxy and the limiting magnitude of the observation data set, respectively. And then, we calculate the 90th percentile of the M lim distribution in each redshift bin below which the 90 % of the M lim lie. In this way, the derivation ensures that the stellar mass of our sample galaxies is complete at least up to 90 %.
We derive the 90th percentile of the M lim distribution with only quiescent galaxies because they typically have higher mass-to-light ratios than star-forming galaxies and thus have a higher stellar mass completeness threshold than star-forming galaxies. For this derivation, we adopt the UV J colorcolor criterion for selecting quiescent galaxies suggested by Williams et al. (2009) (their Equation 4) as follows:
With the quiescent galaxies selected by the UV J criterion, the derived 90th percentile of the M lim distribution within the redshift range 1.0 < z < 1.2, which is the highest redshift range of our sample of galaxies, is log(M * /M ⊙ ) = 9.44. Our stellar mass completeness can be compared with that in Huertas-Company et al. (2016) , where the same limiting magnitude in the H band (i.e., H < 24.5) and the same photometric catalog for the GOODS-South field (i.e., Guo et al. 2013) are used. Their stellar mass completeness within the redshift range of 1.1 < z < 1.5 is log(M * /M ⊙ ) = 9.61 for their 'All' sample galaxies, which shows reasonable agreement with our derived value of log(M * /M ⊙ ) = 9.44. This stellar mass completeness of log(M * /M ⊙ ) = 9.44 reduces our sample size from 996 to 379 galaxies. Lastly, we apply the morphology classification for our sample of galaxies as described in Section 2.2. Of 379 galaxies, 86, 61, 133, and 72 galaxies are classified as spheroids, earlytype disks, late-type disks, and irregulars, respectively. The remaining 27 galaxies do not belong to any of the four morphological types and thus, are excluded from our sample of galaxies. This last sample selection criterion leaves the final sample of 352 galaxies which will be analysed throughout this paper.
The number of sample galaxies in each sample selection criterion is summarized in Table 1 . Also, examples of our sample of galaxies in each morphological type with their color-composite images and the PEARS Grism spectra are shown in Figure 1 . Redshift range for the D4000 measurement with the PEARS Grism data (1050) 0.5 < D4000 < 2.5 & Remove the poor measurements δ(D4000)/D4000 < 0.5 b of D4000 (996) 
Comparison of Visually-Classified Morphology with Other Morphology Indicators
In this section, we compare the visually-classified morphology of our sample of galaxies with other widely-used nonparametric morphology indicators such as concentration index, asymmetry, and M 20 (Bershady et al. 2000; Conselice 2003; Lotz et al. 2004) . For the comparison, we employ the concentration index, asymmetry, and M 20 values measured by Ferreras et al. (2005 Ferreras et al. ( , 2009 ) based on the HS T /ACS i band. 62 galaxies among our final sample of 352 morphologically classified galaxies have been measured for concentration index, asymmetry, and M 20 values from Ferreras et al. (2005 Ferreras et al. ( , 2009 .
The concentration index we employ here is defined as the ratio of the radius enclosing 80 % of the flux to that enclosing 20 % of the flux. The asymmetry is calculated using the squared-pixel values of residual images after an image of the galaxy is rotated by 180
• about its center and subtracted from the original (unrotated) image. The asymmetry is applied with noise correction as well (see Conselice (2003) for further details). M 20 is defined as the second-order moment of the brightest 20 % of the galaxy's flux, normalized by the total second-order moment of the galaxy's flux (Lotz et al. 2004) . Figure 2 shows the correlations between the concentration index, asymmetry, M 20 , and the visual morphology classification. Panel (a) shows the concentration index versus M 20 , with the visual-inspection morphology color-coded. The black horizontal line of concentration index of 2.4 is the criterion that Ferreras et al. (2005) adopted for selecting their earlytype candidates. The overall distribution of galaxies in panel (a) shows a positive correlation between the two morphology indicators of concentration index and M 20 , as shown in previous studies (Lotz et al. 2004; Ferreras et al. 2005) . Figure 2 additionally shows how well the visual morphology we employ in this paper is correlated with concentration Fig. 1. -Examples of the ACS BVz filters color composite images (odd columns) and the corresponding PEARS grism spectra (even columns) of sample galaxies. All of the color composite images are 3 ′′ x 3 ′′ sized. The wavelength range of the grism spectra is given in observed frame wavelength with the unit of µm . The unit of the flux of the grism spectra is given as erg s −1 cm −2 Å. The black solid line is the observed spectrum and the grey-shaded area is the corresponding 1σ error. The two blue bands indicate the blue and red continua for D4000 measurement, respectively. The PEARS ID is marked on bottom right. Each row contains three randomly selected galaxies in each of the four morphological types. From top to bottom, visually classified spheroids, early-type disks, late-type disks, and irregulars are displayed. See Section 2.2 for further detail on the morphology classification scheme adopted in this study.
index, asymmetry, and M 20 . The morphology distribution in panel (a) seems consistent with both concentration index and M 20 distributions, such that all spheroids and ∼ 86 % of earlytype disks (that is, 12 out of 14 galaxies) are located above the black horizontal line of concentration index of 2.4 along the positive correlation. The distributions of late-type disks and irregulars seem broader than those of spheroids and earlytype disks, ranging from low concentration index of ∼ 1.6 and high M 20 of ∼ -1.0 to larger concentration index and lower M 20 values similar to those of spheroids and early-type disks. These broader distributions of late-type disks and irregulars in concentration index vs. M 20 seem to originate from their more complex galaxy structure (as compared to spheroids and early-type disks), which may include variously sized bulge components, diverse shapes of spiral arms, and so on.
Panel (b) shows the correlation between asymmetry and concentration index with the visual morphology. The two black solid lines are the demarcation lines for classifying galaxies into early, mid, and late types as suggested in Bershady et al. (2000) . 2 of 14 early-type disks are removed in this panel because one of the two has an extremely large value of asymmetry (i.e., 1.194) , and the other has a poorly measured asymmetry. Most spheroids (i.e., 9 of 11 galaxies) are located in the early or mid types regions having relatively small asymmetry values. However, early-type disks, late-type disks, and irregulars show broader distributions in the panel. Visual inspection of these early-type disks, late-type disks, and irregulars confirms that late-type disks and irregulars with larger asymmetry values (approximately larger than 0.3) tend to show more significantly disturbed features than those with smaller asymmetry values.
Overall, the visual morphology classification employed in this paper shows reasonable agreement with other widelyused morphology indicators such as concentration index, asymmetry, and M 20 as explored in Figure 2. 4. RESULTS 4.1. Morphology Distribution in the UVJ diagram with the D4000 Strength There is a well-known correlation between galaxy morphology and their underlying stellar populations such that elliptical and S0 (i.e., early-type) galaxies consist of relatively old and metal rich stars, while spiral and irregular (i.e., late-type) galaxies consist of relatively young and metal poor stars based on their luminosity-weighted ages and metallicity analysis (Oh et al. 2013; Schawinski et al. 2014; Alpaslan et al. 2015; Khim et al. 2015) . The correlation between galaxy morphology and stellar properties of galaxies has thus suggested that the understanding of galaxy morphology is necessary in order to fully understand galaxy formation and evolution (see (Lotz et al. 2004 ) for four morphological types color-coded. The morphological types and the number of galaxies in each type are marked in bottom right corner. The black solid horizontal line is the suggested line for selecting early-type candidates from Ferreras et al. (2005) . (b) Asymmetry vs. Concentration for the same sample of galaxies as panel (a). The two black solid lines are the suggested lines for separating early, mid, and late-type galaxies from Bershady et al. (2000) . The format is the same as panel (a).
Conselice 2014, for a review).
Both color-magnitude or color-color diagrams have been widely employed in numerous previous studies as ways to explore the stellar properties of galaxies photometrically (Sandage & Visvanathan 1978; Bower et al. 1992 Figure 3 shows the UV J diagram for our sample of galaxies. We marked the black lines for identifying photometrically-quiescent galaxies from Williams et al. (2009) , where the degeneracy between dust-free quiescent galaxies and dust-obscured starburst galaxies is empirically broken. Taking advantage of having both galaxy morphology and the D4000 strength information, it is interesting to note that our analysis in the UV J diagram is able to show how galaxy morphology and the photometric and spectroscopic properties of galaxies are correlated at intermediate redshifts (i.e., 0.6 z 1.2), which is expected to shed some light on the understanding of star formation histories of galaxies along with their morphological properties.
We separately plot the UV J diagram for the four morphological subsamples described in section 2.2, namely, spheroids, early-type disks, late-type disks, and irregulars. We indicate their D4000 strengths in Figure 3 using point colors. First of all, a reasonable correlation between the optical colors of U − V and V − J and the D4000 strength is clearly shown for all morphological types, such that galaxies with redder optical colors mostly have larger D4000 strength. This correlation overall ranges from blue to red colors of U −V and V − J (i.e., approximately from 0.5 to 2.2 for U − V and from 0.5 to 2.0 for V − J).
Panel (a) shows the UV J diagram for spheroids. The majority of spheroids (i.e., 64 of 86 galaxies, 74 %) are within the region of quiescence (i.e., top-left region) defined with the black dotted line suggested by Williams et al. (2009) for the redshift range 0.5 < z < 1.0, within which more than half of our sample (that is, 205 of 352 galaxies) of galaxies reside. A color sequence of quiescent spheroids with increasing both U − V and V − J colors in the quiescent region is noticeable. The quiescent sequence of 'red and dead' spheroids is apparently so tight that it seems reasonable to suggest another separation line for defining the region of quiescence in the UV J diagram based on our sample of galaxies within the redshift range 0.6 z 1.2. The suggested line is shown in red dashed line in each panel and is as follows:
The newly suggested line has basically the same slope as that in Williams et al. (2009) , but has a 0.1 larger intercept in order to define the quiescent region more conservatively, mainly focusing on the tight quiescent sequence as shown in panel (a). The line is found to be well-correlated with the D4000 strength such that the average D4000 strength for quiescent spheroids defined with the new line is 1.60. In addition to the D4000 strength, the color evolutionary track with an exponentially declining star formation history with τ = 0.1 Gyr in the UV J diagram presented in Ownsworth et al. (2016) shows a close overlapping region with the red sequence of our spheroids. Moreover, the same UV J diagram but with galaxy specific star formation rate (that is, SFR divided by stellar mass) in Figure 4 shows a qualitatively good agreement with the distribution of the D4000 strength. Given the overall large D4000 strengths, the close overlapping of the color evolutionary track with the stellar population model, and the qualitatively good agreement with the specific star formation rates, our newly suggested line seems to reasonably select the optically authentic 'red and dead' galaxies at intermediate redshifts based on their colors and the D4000 strength. (2009) for separating photometrically starforming galaxies and quiescent counterparts. The red dashed line is the suggested line from this study for identifying both photometrically and spectroscopically red sequence galaxies in the UV J diagram. Note the lack of late-type disks and irregulars above our suggested red dashed line. The overall morphological distributions of galaxies in the UV J diagram qualitatively agree well with those in Kelkar et al. (2017) for galaxies at 0.4 ≤ z ≤ 0.8 (see their Figure 6 ).
The sequence of quiescent spheroids is effectively the same sequence of quiescent galaxies identified in previous studies (Williams et al. 2009; Whitaker et al. 2011; Bell et al. 2012; Muzzin et al. 2013; Ownsworth et al. 2016 ), while additionally showing their visually-identified morphological properties and spectroscopic properties represented by the D4000 strength. Considering the distributions of all other types of morphologies (i.e., early-type disks, late-type disks, and irregulars in panels (b), (c), and (d), respectively) in the UVJ diagram as well, it is interesting to note that the majority (i.e., Figure 3 , but with galaxy specific star formation rate (sSFR). Note that our newly suggested criterion (i.e., the red dashed line in each panel) for identifying optically quiescent galaxies based on the D4000 strength is qualitatively in good agreement with the distribution of sSFR. See the text for details.
type disks (i.e., the bulge-dominated systems) have fully quenched their star formation activities, as there exist relatively blue (that is, U − V 1.3 and V − J 1.0) and weak D4000 strength (that is, D4000 1.5) spheroids and earlytype disks. Those of not-quenched bulge-dominated systems are distributed from the blue colors of U − V (∼ 0.7) and V − J (∼ 0.5) to the locations just below the red sequence. Along with the gradual changes in their optical colors, their D4000 strength is increasing as well. These gradually increasing trends in both the UV J colors and the D4000 strength are also seen in late-type disks and irregulars in panels (c) and (d), respectively. The gradual changes in the optical properties of galaxies seem to show the transitional sequence of galaxies from the 'blue cloud' to the 'red sequence' as shown in the color-magnitude (or stellar mass) relations in previous studies (Baldry et al. 2004; Bell et al. 2004; Schawinski et al. 2014) .
While there are photometrically and spectroscopically 'red and dead' quiescent galaxies in spheroids and early-type disks, few late-type disks and irregulars are within the region of quiescence defined with our suggested line (i.e., the red dashed lines in panels (c) and (d)). Only 2 of 133 late-type disks and none of 72 irregulars (1.5 % and 0 %, respectively) are within the quiescent region. Even if we consider the other quiescence lines (i.e., the black lines in the panels), the fraction of quiescent galaxies in late-type disks and irregulars is still low: 6.0 % of late-type disks and 6.9 % of irregulars would be classified as quiescent using the black dotted line, compared with 74% of spheroids and 43% of early-type disks. Although there are gradually increasing trends in the UV J colors along with the D4000 strength from the 'blue cloud' to the 'red sequence' in late-type disks and irregulars, the lack of these bulgeless systems within the region of quiescence in the UV J diagram seems to show again the close correlation between the galaxy structure and the quenching of star formation activities in galaxies, as mentioned earlier in this section.
The D4000 strength vs. Stellar Mass and Stellar
Surface Density with Morphologies The D4000 strength of galaxies (or similarly, its narrower wavelength range version D n 4000; Balogh et al. (1999) ) is a useful luminosity-weighted stellar population age indicator, as explained in Section 3.1. In particular, a D4000 strength of 1.5 generally corresponds to an average stellar population age of 1 Gyr, and thus the D4000 strength of 1.5 or a similar value has been used as a criterion for separating star-forming galaxies and quiescent galaxies (Kauffmann et al. 2003a,b; Hathi et al. 2009; Haines et al. 2017) .
We explore the correlations between the D4000 strength, stellar mass, the Sérsic index, and stellar surface density within the half-light radius for different subsets of our final sample, to check if these stellar property-related correlations show any dependence on morphological types. Figure 5 shows the correlation between the D4000 strength and stellar mass for galaxies of each morphological type. The color indicates the Sérsic index, and the empty diamonds and the corresponding error bars indicate the median values and 1-σ standard deviations of D4000 strength distribution in each stellar mass bin, respectively. Panel (a) shows the distribution for spheroids. There is a moderately positive correlation between the D4000 strength and stellar mass, based on the overall distribution and the median values marked in the panel. The Pearson correlation coefficient (the associated p-value) is only 0.48 (0.00), although the value is slightly larger than the same correlation coefficient of 0.44 (0.00) for the total sample of galaxies, which is most likely attributed to the quality of the grism spectra and the vulnerability of the D4000 index to the possible outshining (i.e., luminosity-weighted "frosting") effect of small amount of young stellar populations in the majority of relatively old stellar populations (see Trager et al. (2000) ; Hernán-Caballero et al. (2013) for further discussion on this). This increasing trend has similarly (but, with respect to the entire population of galaxies without morphology classification) been shown with the D n 4000 within similar redshift range in previous studies and has been discussed as one of the indicators for the "downsizing" scenario for the star formation histories of galaxies (Cowie et al. 1996; De Lucia et al. 2006; Hernán-Caballero et al. 2013; Pacifici et al. 2016; Haines et al. 2017) . Despite some overlapping of the 1σ standard deviations of the median values near the D4000 strength of 1.5, all of the median values for stellar mass bins greater than log(M * /M ⊙ ) 10.0 show the D4000 strengths greater than 1.5, suggesting that most of the moderately massive spheroids (i.e., log(M * /M ⊙ ) 10.0) observed at intermediate redshift (i.e., 0.6 z 1.2) ceased forming stars at least 1 Gyr prior to the observed epoch. However, there are also some fraction of spheroids that show D4000 < 1.5. Those weak-D4000 spheroids tend to be less massive (i.e., log(M * /M ⊙ ) 10.0). The fraction of strong D4000 galaxies in each mass bin for the four morphological types is summarized in Table 2 . As in the table, 62.8 % of our sample of spheroids show strong D4000 strength.
The Sérsic index for each plotted galaxy is indicated by color in Figure 5 , allowing examination of its dependence on D4000 strength and stellar mass. The distribution shows that massive (thus, likely large D4000 strength) spheroids tend to have larger values of Sérsic index, suggesting that massive spheroids have either centrally concentrated or extended light profiles, or both. We will discuss the Sérsic index distribution and the concentration of light profiles of galaxies in more details in Section 4.4.
The moderately positive correlations between the D4000 strength, stellar mass, and the Sérsic index shown in spheroids seem gradually weaker as the morphology of interest changes from spheroids to late-type disks. Panels (b) and (c) show the correlations between the quantities in early-type disks and late-type disks, respectively. Early-type disks show 47.5 % of strong D4000 galaxies among them for the entire stellar mass range, which is 0.76 times that of spheroids (i.e., 62.8 %). However, the positive correlation between the D4000 strength and stellar mass is still visible based on the running median values (the empty diamonds) in panel (b), although the increasing trend is not as strong as in spheroids and the associated Pearson correlation coefficient (the associated p-value) is only 0.30 (0.02). Late-type disks in panel (c) show an interestingly and relatively flat trend between the D4000 strength and stellar mass, even up to a higher stellar mass regime, log(M * /M ⊙ ) ∼ 11.0. The Pearson correlation coefficient (the associated p-value) for late-type disks is 0.25 (0.00). The running median values and the fraction of strong D4000 galaxies among late-type disks do not seem to show any strong indication of the positive correlation between the D4000 strength and stellar mass that is visible in spheroids. Only 16.5 % of late-type disks within the entire stellar mass range of interest have strong D4000 strength, which is 0.26 times that of spheroids.
Moreover, among the 16.5 % of late-type disks with strong D4000 (that is, 22 late-type disks as shown in Table 2 ), many may not actually be quenched. 15 of these 22 objects (i.e., 68 %) have an apparent axis ratio less than 0.5, suggesting that the strong D4000 strength in late-type disks is mainly caused by their inclination and the associated extinction. For instance, using the D4000 index with the stellar population synthesis models of Vazdekis et al. (2012) at solar metallicity, the effect of an E(B-V) = 0.2 mag attenuation results in a dust-free equivalent age change of 0.5 Gyr for a 1 Gyr old population, or an age change of 2 Gyr for a 3Gyr old population. Additionally, a test on the effect of E(B-V) on the measured value of the D4000 strength was performed. Specifically, we considered an intrinsic D4000 strength of 1.5 and applied the extinction law from Calzetti et al. (2000) . For the case of color excess E(B-V) of 0.2 mag attenuation, the intrinsic value of 1.5 was changed to 1.603, which is ∼ 7 % increase. For the case of color excess E(B-V) of 0.4 mag attenuation, the change is from 1.5 to 1.714, ∼ 14 % increase, and for the case of color excess E(B-V) of 0.6 mag attenuation, the change is from 1.5 to 1.832, ∼ 22 % increase. Therefore, the inclination effect on late-type disks seems to further reduce the fraction of authentically 'red and dead' late-type disks, corroborating that late-type disks do not get quenched and do not show a strong mass quenching at intermediate red- Figure 3 . The black-solid horizontal line is the D4000 strength of 1.5 for distinguishing spectroscopically star-forming galaxies (i.e., D4000 < 1.5) and quiescent galaxies (i.e., D4000 ≥ 1.5). The empty diamonds are the running median values and the corresponding error bars show the 1σ standard deviations to indicate the population scatter. The typical measurement uncertainty in the D4000 strength for each morphological type is marked on top left of each panel.
shifts (i.e., 0.6 z 1.2).
Panel (d) shows the correlations in irregulars. The Pearson correlation coefficient (the associated p-value) for irregulars is 0.31 (0.01). They show qualitatively similar trends that are shown in late-type disks in low stellar mass regime (that is, log(M * /M ⊙ ) 10.0) such that most of low stellar mass irregulars (that is, approximately 83 % of the less massive irregulars based on Table 2 ) do not show strong D4000 strengths. These low stellar mass irregulars mainly show clumpy and ill-defined features such as asymmetric disks and non-spherical components at their centers based on their color-composite images, which is expected for them to be classified as irregulars. However, in the higher stellar mass regime (that is, log(M * /M ⊙ ) 10.0), the running median values of D4000 strength increase as stellar mass increases. This positive correlation between the D4000 strength and stellar mass is likely to be attributed to irregulars that have irregular features mainly due to galaxy interactions such as mergers and flyby, rather than typically clumpy star-forming irregulars. Visual inspection on the color-composite images of moderately massive irregulars (i.e., stellar mass larger than log(M * /M ⊙ ) > 10.1) shows that more than half of these massive irregulars have more than one of the visually-identifiable systems, suggestive of the likely interactions with other galaxies. Having the two distinctive types of irregulars in our morphology classification is presumably due to the fact that the classification scheme adopted in our study for classifying irregulars does not distinguish between the typically clumpy star-forming irregulars and the galaxy interaction-driven irregulars (see Section 2.2 for details).
Regarding the correlation between the D4000 strength and stellar mass, we additionally calculate the Kendall's Tau nonparametric correlation coefficient (Kendall 1938) . The results of the correlation coefficient (the associated p-value) are 0.33 (0.00), 0.34 (0.00), 0.21 (0.02), 0.23 (0.00), and 0.31 (0.00) for the total sample galaxies, spheroids, early-type disks, latetype disks, and irregulars, respectively, which suggests that the overall trend shown in the Pearson correlation coefficients for the correlation is consistent with that shown in the Kendall's Tau nonparametric correlation coefficients.
The statistical significance on the Pearson correlation coefficients and the Kendall's Tau nonparametric correlation coefficients for the correlation between the D4000 strength and stellar mass is further checked by performing a bootstrap resampling in addition to the associated p-values. That is, we performed 1000 bootstrap resampling by shuffling the stellar masses while fixing the D4000 strengths within each morphological type and measured the correlation coefficients accordingly. From the 1000 bootstrap resampling results, the number of occurrences that the Pearson correlation coefficient from each bootstrap resampling is larger than the actually calculated value are 0, 0, 13, 2, and 4 for the total sample, spheroids, early-type disks, late-type disks, and irregulars, respectively. In case of the Kendall's Tau nonparametric correlation coefficient, the number of occurrences are 0, 0, 6, 0, and 0 in the same order of morphological type as the one for the Pearson correlation coefficient. In both correlation coefficients, the results from the bootstrap resampling test show the qualitatively similar trend to that shown in the associated p-values to the actually measured correlation coefficients and seem to suggest that our computed correlation coefficients are not likely randomly obtained.
Another useful statistics for analysing the distributions of parameters of interest, the Cramér-von Mises statistics (Cramér 1928; von Mises 1928) for the two-dimensional distribution of two samples (Anderson 1962 ) with bootstrap resamples (hereafter, C-vM), is also performed for the correlation between the D4000 strength and stellar mass of two selected morphological types, which could show a morphological dependence on the "downsizing" trend. The hypothesis tested is whether "x is distributed as y" where x and y indicate two selected morphological types in this case. The results of the statistical test show that the hypothesis for all pairs of the two selected morphological types is rejected with the associated p-values of 0. The only exception when the hypothesis is confirmed is the case between spheroids and early-type disks with the associated p-value of 0.16, most likely originated from their close similarity of morphology. We will discuss the results of the statistical test in detail in Section 5.1.
It is also interesting to examine the correlations between the D4000 strength and stellar surface density as a function of morphology, since stellar surface density within the effective radius (Σ e ) or the central 1 kpc has been suggested to be associated with the quenching of star formation activities in galaxies (Bell & de Jong 2000; Kauffmann et al. 2003b; Franx et al. 2008; Bell et al. 2012; Fang et al. 2013; Omand et al. 2014; Barro et al. 2015; Williams et al. 2017; Lee et al. 2018) . Figure 6 shows the correlations between the D4000 strength, Σ e , and the Sérsic index that is color-coded in each data point, with separate panels for distinct morphological classes. Σ e is derived adopting the widely employed formula: Σ e = 0.5M * /(πr 2 e ) where M * is galaxy stellar mass in unit of solar mass, and r e is the effective radius of galaxies in unit of kpc (Kauffmann et al. 2003b; Franx et al. 2008; Bell et al. 2012) . We employ the circular effective radius for calculating the Σ e and the Kormendy relation in Section 4.5 by multiplying the semi-major axis effective radius by the square root of the axis ratio of galaxies.
Panel ( . A weakly positive correlation between the D4000 strength and the surface density is seen, based on the distribution and the running median values, although the median values do not dramatically increase with increasing surface density. We compute for this correlation a Pearson correlation coefficient and the resulting correlation coefficient (the associated p-value) is 0.24 (0.03). It is particularly interesting to compare the trend shown in the figure with the well-known sharp threshold in Σ e over which galaxies suddenly become quiescent of their star formation activities (Brinchmann et al. 2004; Franx et al. 2008; Whitaker et al. 2017; Williams et al. 2017) . A threshold of Σ e which varies depending on the redshift of interest roughly corresponds to 10 9 M ⊙ kpc −2 at intermediate redshift (that is, the redshift range of interest in this study) (Whitaker et al. 2017) . Indeed, our spheroids show a larger fraction of strong D4000 galaxies (D4000 ≥ 1.5) above the Σ e of 10 9 M ⊙ kpc −2
, which is 80 % (39 out of 49 galaxies), compared to 41 % (15 out of 37 galaxies) for those below the Σ e of 10 9 M ⊙ kpc −2
. The dramatic increase in the fraction of strong D4000 galaxies above the Σ e threshold is also seen in early-type disks in panel (b) with the fractions of 76 % (19 out of 25 galaxies) and 28 % (10 out of 36 galaxies) for galaxies above and below the Σ e threshold, respectively. The Pearson correlation coefficient (the associated p-value) for early-type disks in panel (b) is 0.58 (0.00). For reference, the Pearson correlation coefficient (the associated p-value) for the total sample galaxies is 0.49 (0.00).
Therefore, our data support the hypothesis that Σ e (or, similarly, the stellar surface density in the central 1 kpc) is related to the quenching of star formation activities in galaxies as previously reported (Franx et al. 2008; Omand et al. 2014) , suggesting the role of internal structure of galaxies in quenching of star formation activities.
What is shown in late-type disks and irregulars (i.e., panels (c) and (d), respectively) is that the two types of morphologies have very few galaxies whose Σ e is larger than 10 9 M ⊙ kpc −2 , compared to spheroids and early-type disks. That is, only 8 of 133 late-type disks (6 %) and 5 of 72 irregulars (7 %) have the Σ e larger than 10 9 M ⊙ kpc −2
, while spheroids and early-type disks show the fractions of 49 of 86 galaxies (57 %) and 25 of 61 galaxies (41 %), respectively. The running median D4000 values in late-type disks do not show noticeably significant increase with increasing Σ e , although the associated Pearson correlation coefficient (the associated p-value) is 0.37 (0.00). The running median D4000 values in irregulars seem rather randomly distributed with some increases and decreases as is most likely to be attributed to the star-forming disk or clumpy structures in late-type disks and irregulars that typically result in a larger effective radius and the subsequently smaller Σ e at given stellar mass, compared to spheroids and early-type disks.
As performed for the correlation between the D4000 strength and stellar mass, we calculate the same Kendall's Tau nonparametric correlation coefficient for the correlation between the D4000 strength and Σ e . The results of the correlation coefficient (the associated p-value) are 0.37 (0.00), 0.21 (0.00), 0.42 (0.00), 0.28 (0.00), and 0.15 (0.06) for the total sample galaxies, spheroids, early-type disks, late-type disks, and irregulars, respectively. The results suggest that the overall trend shown in the Pearson correlation coefficients for the correlation is consistent with that shown in the Kendall's Tau nonparametric correlation coefficient.
The same bootstrap resampling test as the one performed for the correlation between the D4000 strength and stellar mass to check statistical significance is performed for the correlation between the D4000 strength and Σ e by shuffling Σ e while fixing the D4000 strength within each morphological type. The results for the Pearson correlation coefficient are 0, 4, 0, 0, and 39 for the total sample, spheroids, early-type disks, late-type disks, and irregulars, respectively. The results for the Kendall's Tau nonparametric correlation coefficient are 0, 1, 0, 0, and 36 in the same order of morphological type as the one for the Pearson correlation coefficient. As in the correlation between the D4000 strength and stellar mass, the results from the bootstrap resampling test for the correlation between the D4000 strength and Σ e also seem to suggest that our computed correlation coefficients are not likely randomly obtained.
The same C-vM test as the one performed for the correlation between the D4000 strength and stellar mass is also performed for the correlation between the D4000 strength and Σ e . The results show that the hypothesis "x is distributed as y" is rejected for all pairs of the two selected morphological types, with the associated p-values of 0.02 for the case between spheroids and early-type disks and 0 for the other cases.
The Sérsic index distribution that is color-coded in each data point seems to behave as expected such that higher surface density galaxies tend to have higher values of the Sérsic index . Further analysis of the surface density and the Sérsic index will be discussed in Section 4.4.
sSFR vs. Stellar Mass and Stellar Surface Density with
Morphologies The diagram of galaxy specific star formation rate (sSFR) versus stellar mass has often been employed to analyse the properties of stellar populations of the star-forming blue cloud, the quiescent red sequence, and the transient green valley galaxies (Noeske et al. 2007; Ciambur et al. 2013; Abramson et al. 2014; Brennan et al. 2015 Brennan et al. , 2017 Eales et al. 2017; Pandya et al. 2017) . Along with this diagram, the correlation between sSFR and the Σ e also has been investigated to find some link between star formation activities and internal structure of galaxies (Whitaker et al. 2015 (Whitaker et al. , 2017 Williams et al. 2017) . (Similar relations using SFR in place of sSFR, and/or central surface density in place of effectiveradius surface density, have similar applications.) In this section, we explore the sSFR versus stellar mass and the surface density within the effective radius with galaxy morphology in order to see if there is any morphological dependence on the locations of galaxies in the two diagrams. Figure 7 shows the correlation between the sSFR and stellar mass for our sample of galaxies depending on their morphologies. The D4000 strength is color-coded in each data point. as an approximate separation criterion between the star-forming population and the quiescent population, the fractions of quiescent spheroids and early-type disks are 55.8 % (48 of 86 galaxies) and 31.1 % (19 of 61 galaxies), respectively. These fractions are quantitatively in good agreement with those (i.e., 62.8 % and 47.5 %, respectively) derived by the fractions of strong D4000 galaxies in Table 2 with slightly higher fractions in the D4000 case. The similar fractions suggest the overall consistency between the photometrically-derived sSFR and the spectroscopically-derived D4000 strength. Other than the clear bimodality, the mass quenching trend is shown in bulgedominated systems, such that the more massive galaxies are, the lower their sSFR is. Additionally, the presence of both star-forming bulge-dominated systems (i.e., either spheroids or early-type disks) and their quiescent counterparts in panels (a) and (b) (i.e., galaxies with sSFR 10 , respectively) is confirmed again, as previously shown in Figures 3, 4 , 5, and 6. The distribution of the bimodality shown in Figure 7 is qualitatively consistent with those of Salimbeni et al. (2008) and Santini et al. (2009) .
While spheroids and early-type disks show the overall mass ) late-type disks and irregulars, respectively throughout the stellar mass range considered in the figure (that is, stellar mass greater than 10 9.44 M * /M ⊙ ). The remarkable lack of quiescent late-type disks and irregulars at intermediate redshift seems to confirm disk components or clumpy structures as the main drivers of global star formation activities in galaxies (Margalef-Bentabol et al. 2018) . This is further supported by the fact that the moderately massive (i.e., stellar mass greater than 10 10 M * /M ⊙ ) star-forming (sSFR 10 ) show almost spheroid-like morphologies without any visually-identifiable blue star-forming disk components. We checked the BVz filters color composite images of these early-type disks and noticed the morphological differences between the star-forming early-type disks and the quiescent early-type disks even within the same massive stellar mass range (that is, stellar mass greater than 10 10 M * /M ⊙ ). The results from the C-vM test for the correlation between sSFR and stellar mass indicate that the hypothesis "x is distributed as y" is rejected for all pairs of the two selected morphological types, with the associated p-values of 0.01 for the case between spheroids and early-type disks, 0.02 for the case between late-type disks and irregulars, and 0 for the other cases.
We also explore the morphological dependence on the star formation activities of galaxies in the same diagram, but for the surface density instead of stellar mass. Figure 8 shows the correlations between sSFR and Σ e with the D4000 strength color-coded. As inferred from Figures 6 and 7, spheroids and early-type disks in panels (a) and (b), respectively show the bimodality such that there are star-forming and low Σ e populations (i.e., sSFR 10 ) and quiescent and high Σ e populations (i.e., sSFR 10 ). The separation between the starforming galaxies and the quiescent galaxies at Σ e ∼ 10 9 M ⊙ kpc −2 seems clear (e.g., Whitaker et al. 2017) , as discussed earlier in Section 4.2.
The distributions for late-type disks and irregulars in panels (c) and (d), respectively show that they do not have quiescent and high Σ e galaxies (i.e., sSFR 10
and Σ e 10 9 M ⊙ kpc −2
), unlike spheroids and early-type disks. The lack of quiescent and high Σ e galaxies in late-type disks and irregulars seems to be attributed to star-forming disk components (or clumpy structures for irregulars) and the associated extendedly-measured effective radii that result in small Σ e in the late-type disks and irregulars.
The results from the C-vM test for the correlation between sSFR and Σ e indicate that the hypothesis "x is distributed as y" is rejected for all pairs of the two selected morphological types, with the associated p-values of 0.01 for the cases between spheroids and early-type disks and between late-type disks and irregulars and 0 for the other cases.
At this point, we would like to remind that the overall sSFR distributions shown in Figures 7 and 8 are based on the sSFR derived by the multi-wavelnegth photometric bands SED fitting procedures, as mentioned earlier in Section 2.3. Regarding this, we note that the SED fitting-based SFR and the associated sSFR typically show larger uncertainties and have lower nominal values than the IR and UV flux-based SFR and the associated sSFR as previously discussed (Santini et al. 2009 , see their Figures 2 and 7 ).
Finally, we tested whether our conclusions depend on which stellar mass prescription we adopt among the several possibilities provided by Santini et al. (2015) . We find that the trends shown in Figures 7 and 8 are robust to changes in stellar mass fitting procedure, although the bimodality at sSFR ∼ 10
shown in those figures can be less distinct for some of the other stellar mass models.
The concentration of light profiles of galaxies with
Morphologies The concentration of galaxies' light profiles may be related to their star formation activity. Galaxies with highly concentrated light profiles, as probed by the Sérsic index or central surface density, generally show the signatures of quenched star formation Cheung et al. 2012; Barro et al. 2017 ). This demonstrates the predictive power of the central surface density for quiescence (Whitaker et al. 2017; Lee et al. 2018) .
We explore a morphological dependence of the correlation between light profile concentration and star formation quiescence using the Sérsic index, Σ e , and the D4000 strength of galaxies. Figure 9 shows the Sérsic index distributions for the four types of morphologies adopted in this paper. In each morphological type, we divide galaxies into star-forming and quiescent galaxies depending on their D4000 strength with the same criterion of D4000 of 1.5 as employed in Table 2 . Panel (a) shows the distribution for spheroids. We find that the starforming spheroids tend to have lower Sérsic indices (the median value is 2.73), while the quiescent spheroids tend to have higher Sérsic indices (the median value is 4.21). Moreover, the difference is reasonably robust. A Kolmogorov−Smirnov (K−S) test comparing the Sérsic index distributions for the weak and strong D4000 distributions yields only a 2.5 % probability that such a large difference would be observed from intrinsically identical distributions.
While the difference in the Sérsic index distribution between the weak and strong D4000 spheroids seems significant, the difference becomes gradually weaker as the morphological type of interest goes from spheroids to late-type disks. The median Sérsic index values for weak and strong D4000 early-type disks are 2.29 and 2.61, respectively. The associated K-S test p-value is 0.332; i.e., there is a 33.2 % probability of observing a difference this large among two samples drawn from the same intrinsic distribution. For latetype disks, the median Sérsic indices for the weak and strong D4000 subsets are 1.08 and 1.31, a difference that is not statistically significant (with K-S test p-value of 0.904). Finally, irregulars have median Sérsic index values 1.21 and 1.49, for weak and strong D4000 subsets, with an associated K-S test p-value of 0.275. While this difference could be due to random chance, it is also consistent with the observation that the "irregular" galaxies are a mixed set including galaxies of different nature, as discussed earlier in Section 4.2 (i.e., starforming clumpy irregulars and galaxy interaction-driven irregulars).
The results from the Sérsic index distribution for each of morphological types are further confirmed when galaxies are plotted in the diagram of the Sérsic index versus Σ e , which is shown in Figure 10 with the D4000 strength color-coded. In Figure 10 , each morphological type is divided into the same weak and strong D4000 galaxies as in Figure 9 . The median Sérsic index and Σ e values of each of weak and strong D4000 galaxies are also marked with empty diamonds with blue and red error bars indicating the errors of the means in each D4000 group of galaxies, respectively. Spheroids in panel (a) show that not only the strong D4000 spheroids have typically higher Sérsic indices, but also they have larger Σ e values, suggesting that the strong D4000 spheroids have more compact light profiles than the weak D4000 counterparts. A similar trend is seen in early-type disks but with a smaller difference in the Sérsic index distribution between the weak and strong D4000 early-type disks, compared to spheroids.
The noticeable correlation between the D4000 strength and compactness explored by the Sérsic index and Σ e in spheroids and early-type disks does not seem to exist in late-type disks and irregulars, partly as expected from the analysis of Figure 9 for the Sérsic index distribution. Along with negligible differences in the Sérsic index distribution between weak and strong D4000 galaxies in late-type disks and irregulars (that is, the median Sérsic index differences of 0.23 and 0.28 between the weak and strong D4000 groups in late-type disks and irregulars, respectively), their Σ e values show marginal differences between weak and strong D4000 galaxies as well. That is, late-type disks and irregulars have the median log(Σ e ) value differences of 0.48 and 0.2, respectively, suggesting a marginal correlation between compactness and quenching in late-type disks and irregulars.
Overall, what is shown in Figures 9 and 10 is a morphological dependence on the observed correlations such that bulgedominated systems (that is, spheroids and early-type disks) have noticeably positive correlation, while disk or clumpy structure-dominated systems do not, implying that galaxies need to experience morphological transformations to bulgedominated systems for them to follow the observed positive correlation between quenching and compactness of galaxies as shown in Figures 9 and 10. 
The Kormendy Relation for Spheorids
In this section, we explore the Kormendy relation for our sample of spheroids. This scaling relation has been widely employed in order to study structural properties of earlytype galaxies and spheroidal components of late-type galaxies and the associated formation and evolution mechanisms (Kormendy 1977; Bernardi et al. 2003b Figure 3 . Note that most of the low sSFR galaxies (i.e., sSFR < 10 −10 year −1 ) are bulge-dominated galaxies and have the stellar surface density approximately greater than 10 9 M ⊙ kpc −2 , while the high sSFR galaxies (sSFR 10 −10 year −1 ) in any morphological types mostly have the stellar surface density smaller than 10 9 M ⊙ kpc −2 .
2009; Fisher & Drory 2010; Kim et al. 2016 ). The top panel in Figure 11 shows the Kormendy relation for our sample of spheroids with the D4000 strength colorcoded. We adopted the same circular effective radius calculated in Section 4.2 and the same mean surface brightness as defined in Bernardi et al. (2003a) . Also, we corrected for the cosmological dimming (1 + z) 4 to our sample of spheroids and 9 early-type galaxies at 1.2 < z < 1.7 that are shown as the empty diamonds in the panel from Longhetti et al. (2007) . Our spheroids seem to follow the general scaling relation based on the comparison to the 9 early-type galaxies and the fit through the maximum lilkehood analysis (the black dashed line in the panel) to ∼ 9,000 early-type galaxies at 0.01 < z < 0.3 in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) from Bernardi et al. (2003b) . We particularly refer to the fit in the SDSS i-band because the bandpass of the i-band at low redshifts closely traces the bandpass of the H-band at intermediate redshifts for our sample of spheroids (that is, the median redshift of our sample spheroids is 0.94). We performed a linear fit to our sample of spheroids and derived the following Fig. 9 .-Sérsic index distribution for each of the four morphological types. From top left to bottom right, spheroids, early-type disks, late-type disks, and irregulars are displayed. In each panel, the dotted and solid lines correspond to the Sérsic index distribution for weak D4000 (i.e., D4000 < 1.5) and strong D4000 (i.e., D4000 ≥ 1.5) galaxies, respectively. The corresponding vertical lines indicate the median values of each D4000 strength group. The number of galaxies and the p-values from the K−S test are marked on top right of each panel. Note that the difference in distribution between the weak and strong D4000 strength groups is most significant in spheroids. The median value is n = 4.21 for strong D4000 galaxies, while the median value for the weak D4000 counterparts is only n = 2.73. However, a significant difference between weak and strong D4000 groups is not seen in other morphological types. See the text for details. fitting relation:
µ H,eff = (3.47 ± 0.31)log 10 R H,eff + 16.31 ± 0.11.
The slope of 3.47 ± 0.31 derived for our sample spheroids shows a comparable range with that of 3.29 ± 0.09 derived for the local early-type galaxies from Bernardi et al. (2003b) except for a larger uncertainty of the fit and a slightly steeper slope value.
Other than the general trend of the Kormendy relation shown in our sample of spheroids, we further check any dependence on the stellar properties of spheroids presented by the D4000 strength in this scaling relation. We divide the spheroids into weak and strong D4000 groups as in Section 4.4 and calculate the residuals of the surface brightness to the linear fit that is expressed in Equation 3 . The residuals are shown in the bottom panel of Figure 11 . As likely inferred from the top panel, at fixed effective radius the weak D4000 spheroids tend to have larger (fainter) surface brightness (lu- Fig. 10 .-Sérsic index vs. stellar surface density within the half-light radius, with the D4000 strength color-coded. The format is the same as Figure 5 . The two diamonds with blue and red error bars in each panel are the median values for weak and strong D4000 galaxies, respectively. The corresponding error bars indicate the errors of the means in each D4000 group of galaxies. minosity) than the strong D4000 spheroids by ∼ 0.8 mag, except for the large effective radius range (i.e., log R H,eff 0.6) where the statistical trend for the weak and strong D4000 groups is not clearly seen mainly due to fewer number of sample spheroids.
If the difference in the residuals to the fitting line between the weak and strong D4000 groups primarily originated from the difference in their light profiles, a possible explanation for the trend shown in the weak D4000 spheroids lying below the fitting line and the strong D4000 spheroids lying above the fitting line in surface brightness is that the strong D4000 spheroids generally have more concentrated and dense stellar light profiles than the weak D4000 spheroids, resulting in smaller (brighter) surface brightness (luminosity) in the strong D4000 strength spheroids. This explanation is consistent with the results shown in Figures 9 and 10 where the same strong D4000 spheroids tend to have larger Sérsic index and Σ e values.
Overall, the analysis performed in this section regarding the Kormendy relation for our sample of spheroids seems to support the idea that quenching of star formation activities is indeed related to the internal structure of galaxies The black straight line is the linear fit to our sample of spheroids. The black dashed line is the Kormendy relation for relatively local (i.e., 0.01 < z < 0.3) early-type galaxies derived in the SDSS i-band from (Bernardi et al. 2003b, Bern03b) . The empty diamonds are early-type galaxies at 1.2 < z < 1.7 from (Longhetti et al. 2007, Long07) . All of the data points are corrected for the cosmological dimming (1 + z) 4 . Bottom panel: the fit residuals of spheroids to the Kormendy relation depending on their D4000 strength. Note that the weak D4000 strength spheroids tend to lie below the fitting line, while the strong D4000 strength spheroids tend to lie above the fitting line. See text for details.
(e.g., Bell et al. 2012; Lang et al. 2014 , at least apparently in spheroids).
5. DISCUSSION 5.1. Morphological dependence on the "downsizing" trend Our main result is that there is a morphological dependence of the "downsizing" trend, such that galaxies with a prominent bulge component show a stronger mass quenching trend than galaxies without a prominent bulge component, even at a fixed stellar mass (i.e., Figures 5 and 7 and Table 2 ). This suggests that the 'mass' quenching is accelerated only after galaxies acquire a prominent bulge component. The acceleration of the mass quenching trend after the acquisition of a prominent bulge component in galaxies is likely to be due to either the role of a bulge component in preventing star formation activities, or the fading of a star-forming disk component, or both of the two effects working simultaneously.
The role of a bulge component in preventing subsequent star formation activities in galaxies has been extensively discussed in previous studies (e.g., Dekel et al. 2009; Saintonge et al. 2012; Bluck et al. 2014; Lang et al. 2014; Tacchella et al. 2015; Huertas-Company et al. 2016 ) where the gravitational potential of a prominent bulge component can stabilize the gas disk, preventing the gas disk from forming stars. At least, the quenching mechanisms associated with the prominence of a bulge component seem to exist in our sample of galaxies as well, as most of our quenched galaxies are bulge-dominated systems as shown in Figure 3 .
Additionally, the presence of star-forming blue spheroids among our sample (i.e., spheroids that are outside the quiescence region in the UV J diagram of Figure 3 and have the D4000 strength less than 1.5) supports the idea that the emergence of a prominent bulge component precedes the departure from the star-forming populations (e.g., Lang et al. 2014) . The presence of blue spheroids at similar redshifts (0.7 < z < 1.3) has been also reported by Powell et al. (2017) , where the most likely mechanism responsible for the formation of blue spheroids was mentioned to be major mergers of star-forming disk galaxies. If most blue spheroids indeed originated from major mergers of star-forming disk galaxies, it would be interesting to note that most blue spheroids are relatively low mass systems (i.e., log(M * /M ⊙ ) 10.0). This is seen in Figure 5 and Table 2 for our sample of blue spheroids, and from Figure 7 for those in Powell et al. (2017) . For these less massive systems, mergers that they might encounter would be likely to be major mergers for them (that is, merger mass ratio less than 4:1) due to their relatively low masses, which could possibly transform their morphologies into spheroids. Once they obtain a spheroidal morphology from the major mergers, the dominance of a bulge component-related quenching mechanisms such as gravitational stabilization of gas disks to prevent forming stars (e.g,. Martig et al. 2009; Saintonge et al. 2012 ) and the energetic active galactic nuclei (AGN) feedback triggered by major mergers (e.g., Springel et al. 2005; Hopkins et al. 2007 ) would be likely to occur, turning blue spheroids into red and quiescent spheroids and accelerating their mass quenching trend likely along with the associated size-mass relation for quiescent galaxies.
However, we also note that there are additional mechanisms that could possibly contribute to the formation of blue spheroids other than major mergers of star-forming disk galaxies. For instance, the 'rejuvenation' of red spheroids by an external source could make the red spheroids blue again (e.g., Salim & Rich 2010) . In addition, environmental effect is one of the candidates that could contribute to the formation of blue spheroids (Lopes et al. 2016) . Although a single mechanism can not be pinned down for explaining the formation of blue spheroids (Tojeiro et al. 2013) , the tendency towards a high asymmetry index in blue spheroids reported by several studies (e.g., Lopes et al. 2016; Powell et al. 2017) seems to favor that most of blue spheroids come from mergerrelated mechanisms.
Late-type disks in our study, however, do not seem to show such a strong mass quenching trend as spheroids do (that is, Figure 5 and Table 2 ). The main reason for late-type disks not to show the strong mass quenching trend is likely the dominance of mostly star-forming disk components in them, at least at the redshift of interest (i.e., 0.6 z 1.2). The blue (thus, star-forming) disk components might resist against the mass quenching trend while the parent galaxies continue to grow in mass, unless they experience significant changes in their evolutionary paths such as additional gas supply or major mergers that could disrupt their disk components and consequently turn them into bulge-dominated systems morphologically. The resistance of star-forming disk components against the mass quenching mechanism seems to be re- lated to what is called 'slow quenching' where gas exhaustion in late-type galaxies occurs slowly over several Gyr. (e.g., Schawinski et al. 2014) . Assuming that the 'slow quenching' mechanism also works for our sample of late-type disks, they are expected to evolve into either massive red late-type disks or early-type disks (in case they have grown their bulge components more efficiently) unless they have experienced abrupt changes.
Although further analysis such as environmental effects, AGN activity, and structural parameters from bulge−disk decomposition are required to draw firm conclusions on the evolution of late-type disks, what is seen in our results (e.g., Figure 5 , Table 2 , and Section 4.2) for them is that they do not tend to follow a strong mass quenching trend as bulgedominated systems do, most likely due to the dominance of their star-forming disk components.
Lastly, we note that some quiescent late-type disks do exist in our sample, although they are a significantly smaller fraction of the population than their star-forming counterparts, as previously reported (e.g., McGrath et al. 2008; Bell et al. 2012) . Using D4000 ≥ 1.5 as a criterion, there are 22 quiescent galaxies among 133 late-type disk galaxies (i.e., 16.5 %), as given in Table 2 . Dust reddening can increase the D4000 measurements for late-type disks that are near edge-on viewing angles. If we use an axis ratio < 0.5 as a marker of edge-on geometry, and eliminate such inclined galaxies from our quiescent late-type disk sample, there are still 7 quiescent latetype disks (i.e., 5.3 % of the full late-type disk sample; see Section 4.2 for details). A similar fraction of late-type disks (4 of 133 galaxies, or 3.0 %) are identified as quiescent using the criterion sSFR < 10
. Regarding the possible mechanisms responsible for quiescent late-type disks, external processes such as environmental effects are often considered (e.g., Bassett et al. 2013) . Further analysis on environmental properties of quiescent late-type disks at intermediate redshifts is expected to shed some light on the formation mechanisms of these rare population of quiescent late-type disks.
While spheroids and late-type disks show distinct trends (including the mass quenching trend) in the correlations between stellar properties and galaxy structural properties explored in this study, early-type disks show intermediate trends that are between spheroids and late-type disks. This sounds obvious as the morphological selection of early-type disks is designed to do so, considering both the fractions f sph and f disk to be larger than 2/3 (see Section 2.2 for details). Regarding this, it is interesting to note that even among earlytype disks there are visually-identifiable morphological differences between moderately massive star-forming (that is, log(M * /M ⊙ ) > 10.0 and sSFR 10 ), as previously mentioned in Section 4.3. In other words, massive star-forming early-type disks tend to have blue star-forming disk components, while the massive quiescent counterparts show more spheroid-like morphologies. This trend seems to suggest that morphological transformations in early-type disks gradually occur from diskdominant systems to bulge-dominated systems as they become older and more massive.
Irregulars in our study overall seem to show the well-known properties such as relatively young stellar populations that are revealed by their colors, D4000 strength, and sSFR distributions and low concentration of light profiles as shown in their Sérsic index and Σ e distributions as previously reported (e.g., Oh et al. 2013; Eales et al. 2017) . The mass quenching trend in irregulars does not seem significant, yet is slightly stronger in moderately high stellar mass regime (that is, log(M * /M ⊙ ) 10.0) than that in late-type disks based on the correlation between the D4000 strength and stellar mass in Figure 5 and Table 2 . The slightly stronger mass quenching trend in irregulars in the moderately high stellar mass regime, however, is likely to be attributed to the presence of two different types of irregulars (i.e., typically young and star-forming clumpy irregulars and galaxy interaction-driven irregulars) in our total sample of irregulars as discussed in Section 4.2, rather than their intrinsic "downsizing" trend.
Regarding the evolution of irregulars, the well-known sequence of average stellar properties (e.g., age and metallicity) of galaxies along the Hubble sequence detailed in the local Universe (e.g., Oh et al. 2013; Khim et al. 2015) and the decrease in the fraction of irregulars at least since z ∼ 2 (Huertas-Company et al. (2016)) seem to suggest that the majority of irregulars have undergone morphological transformations from clumpy irregulars to structured late-type disks over time as long as they remain relatively undisturbed. Numerical simulations of the early evolution of disk galaxies performed by Noguchi (1999) , for instance, show that clumpy structures in a galactic disk can evolve to organized bulge and disk components likely into be late-type disks.
Our discussion in this section on the morphological dependence on the "downsizing" trend is further supplemented by the p-values from the K−S test for the D4000 strength distributions between spheroids, early-type disks, late-type disks, and irregulars. The associated p-values are tabulated in Table  3 . In order to confirm that the p-values derived from the pairs of the D4000 strength distributions among morphologies statistically exist, we performed 1,000 K−S tests by considering the D4000 measurement errors to be the Gaussian random errors each time. Therefore, the p-values shown in Table 3 are the mean p-values of the 1,000 different K−S tests, and the associated standard deviations are also given in the table. As shown in the table, it is interesting to note that all of the pvalues are sufficiently low (that is, compared to the typicallyemployed p-value of 0.05) to suggest that the D4000 strength distributions (and thus, likely the overall age distributions of constituent stellar populations of galaxies) of the four morphological types are statistically different from one another. The only exception is the case between spheroids and earlytype disks with the associated p-value of 0.23. The case between spheroids and early-type disks is likely to be related to their morphological similarity of being bulge-dominated systems.
Although the results from the K-S test seem interesting by themselves, they should not be regarded as evidence for a morphological dependence on the "downsizing" trend because the K-S test does not consider the stellar mass distribution of each morphological type. Rather, the results from the C-vM test for the correlation between the D4000 strength and stellar mass shown in Section 4.2 could indicate the morphological dependence on the "downsizing" trend since the C-vM test considers both the D4000 strength and the stellar mass distributions simultaneously. Recalling the results from the C-vM test shown in Section 4.2, both results from the CvM test and the K-S test show qualitatively similar trends, i.e., all pairs of the two selected morphological types show statistically different distributions except for the case between spheroids and early-type disks with the associated p-values of 0.16 and 0.23 for the C-vM test and the K-S test, respectively. If the morphological selection is the only criterion applied to separate galaxies into the four morphological types, the results from the C-vM test shown in Section 4.2 for the correlation between the D4000 strength and stellar mass would be a piece of supporting evidence for a morphological dependence on the "downsizing" trend indeed.
Morphological dependence on concentration of light
profiles As discussed in Sections through 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4, the concentration of galaxies' light profiles (as explored by the Sérsic index and Σ e in this study, and often by the stellar surface density within the central 1 kpc in other works) is related to the stellar properties of galaxies. Quiescent galaxies tend to have more concentrated light profiles, indicating the predicting power of identifying quiescent galaxies through concentration (Franx et al. 2008; Fang et al. 2013; Omand et al. 2014; Williams et al. 2017) .
Regarding the correlation between the concentration (equivalently, compactness) of light profiles of galaxies and quiescence, in addition to the possible physical mechanisms to explain the correlation, we also note that there is another possible explanation named the "progenitor effect" Abramson & Morishita 2018) , which is somewhat of the "progenitor bias" (van Dokkum & Franx 1996) in terms of selecting sample of galaxies over a span of cosmic time. This "progenitor effect" shows that the correlation between the central surface density and galaxy sSFR is naturally reproduced by assuming the evolution of the observed size-mass relation for star-forming galaxies and the appropriate mass-quenching trend Carollo et al. 2013) , rather than invoking any physical link between the two parameters (that is, Figure 5 in ).
Although both the possible physical mechanisms and the "progenitor effect" can explain the strong correlation between the concentration of light profiles of galaxies and the quiescence, it is clear that most of quiescent galaxies (i.e., D4000 > 1.5) with high concentration (i.e., Sérsic index 4 and Σ e 10 9 M ⊙ kpc −2
) are morphologically bulgedominated systems in our study (Figures 6, 8, 9 , and 10). Thus, it seems reasonable to assume that mechanisms responsible for higher concentration of light profiles are involved with visually-identifiable morphological transformations into bulge-dominated systems, likely either by the bulge growth or the fading of a disk component, or both effects working simultaneously.
In this regard, other than the discussion on the bulge growth in Section 5.1, several studies mainly with low−z (0.03 < z < 0.11) galaxy samples (e.g., Vulcani et al. 2015; Carollo et al. 2016) have suggested that the fading (or removal) of a disk component is the main cause for galaxies to be morphologically transformed into bulge-dominated systems, rather than the bulge growth itself. In particular, Carollo et al. (2016) quantitatively demonstrated how the (either uniform or differential) fading of a disk component could make a bulge to total light ratio (B/T) increase without invoking actual bulge growth. (for instance, B/T can increase from 0.4 to 0.63 with the fading of a disk component by ∼ 1 mag for an ordinary star-forming galaxy.)
Although our morphological analysis in this study alone cannot pin down which mechanism (that is, the bulge growth or the fading of a disk component) is more important than the other for morphological transformations into bulgedominated systems, what is shown here is that the correlation between the concentration of light profiles of galaxies and the quiescence is involved with visually-identifiable morphological transformations of galaxies such that only bulgedominated systems tend to have higher light concentration profiles with the signature of quiescence, since late-type disks and irregulars do not show such higher concentration of light profiles with the quiescence.
6. SUMMARY In this study, we have explored galaxy morphology and the associated stellar properties of galaxies in the redshift range 0.6 z 1.2 by utilizing visual morphology, photometric, and spectroscopic information taken together. We have identified both spectroscopically and photometrically 'red and dead' galaxies in the UV J diagram and further found that most (∼ 97 %) of these quiescent galaxies are morphologically bulge-dominated systems.
Also, we have investigated a morphological dependence in the mass quenching trend in the diagram of the D4000 strength vs. stellar mass. In this diagram, we find a morphological dependence such that bulge-dominated systems show more significant mass quenching compared to disk-dominated systems within the same stellar mass range (i.e., Figure 5 and Table 2 ). This trend is most likely due to the dominance of a blue star-forming disk component in late-type disks that would dilute the mass quenching trend compared to the bulgedominated counterparts.
The correlations between the D4000 strength and galaxy structural parameters such as the Sérsic index and the stellar surface density within the effective radius (which is often considered to be related to the quiescence), Σ e , show that only some fraction of the bulge-dominated galaxies have large D4000 strength (D4000 > 1.5), Σ e (Σ e 10 9 M ⊙ kpc −2 ), and Sérsic index (Sérsic index 4), indicating that not all of the bulge-dominated galaxies have high concentration light pro-files with the signature of quiescence. On the other hand, the late-type disks and irregulars generally show neither such highly concentrated light profiles nor signatures of quiescence.
A morphological analysis on the correlations between sSFR, stellar mass, Σ e , and the Sérsic index basically shows qualitatively similar trends to those based on the D4000 strength. In particular, in the diagram of sSFR vs. stellar mass, bulge-dominated systems such as spheroids and early-type disks are clearly separated into the star-forming sequence and the quiescent sequence, while late-type disks and irregulars within the same stellar mass range considered have formed the star-forming sequence only, which is likely due to the star-forming disk or clumpy components in them.
The difference in the concentration of light profiles between weak and strong D4000 galaxies in each morphological type is shown to be the most significant in spheroids and the least significant in late-type disks (i.e., Figures 9 and 10) . The Kormendy relation for spheroids further shows that at fixed effective radius strong D4000 spheroids tend to have smaller (brighter) surface brightness (luminosity) than weak D4000 counterparts by ∼ 0.8 mag on average, suggesting more concentrated light profiles in strong D4000 strength spheroids at fixed effective radius. Although the correlation between the high concentration light profiles and the quiescence in spheroids could be alternatively explained by the combination of the observed evolution of the size-mass relation for star-forming galaxies and the "progenitor" effect of quiescent populations (i.e., , the morphological analysis regarding this correlation in our study suggests that most quiescent and centrally dense galaxies at intermediate redshifts at least have a visually-identifiable prominent bulge component and that none of late-type disks and irregulars show the high concentration light profiles with the signature of quiescence.
Taken together, our analysis of galaxy structure (including visual morphology) and stellar properties of galaxies through photometric and spectroscopic information as well as galaxy structural parameters indicates that physicallymotivated quenching mechanisms are required to appropriately explain the morphological behavior shown in the various diagrams explored in this study. Observationally, future studies with significantly larger sample of galaxies are expected to enable us to better understand the morphology-entangled galaxy properties and the associated quenching mechanisms at intermediate redshifts statistically. All in all, our findings suggest a morphological dependence of the downsizing trend, and a tight correlation between quenching and the presence of a prominent bulge component, such that most of quenched galaxies at intermediate redshifts are bulge-dominated systems.
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